### Implementation Plan [Living Schedule]

#### Some Notes on Living Schedule:
Details of GUI’s are not declared here. All related interfaces specified in Design Report are under the responsibility of developer.

#### Meanings of Colors
- **Current tasks**
- **Completed tasks**
- **Future tasks**

---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---
1 CLASS LIBRARY DEVELOPMENT | 80 | 100 | 100 | 100 | 100 | 100 | 100 | 100 | 100 |
   1.1 NNTP related Classes | 100 | Kaya-Tolga | | | | | | | |
   1.1.1 General Classes | 100 | | | | | | | | |
   1.1.2 DateToRFC2822 Classes | 100 | | | | | | | | |
   1.1.3 RFC2822ToDate Classes | 100 | | | | | | | | |
   1.1.4 Database related Classes | 100 | | | | | | | | |
   1.1.5 NNTP Header Classes for MIME Parser | 100 | | | | | | | | |
   1.1.6 Wildmat Classes | 100 | | | | | | | | |
   1.1.7 NNTP Commanding Classes | 100 | | | | | | | | |
   1.2 User related Classes | 100 | Fuat | | | | | | | |
   1.3 SMTP related Classes | 70 | Burak | | | | | | | |
   1.4 RSS Classes | 0 | Fuat | | | | | | | |
   1.5 Mail-List Classes | 20 | Kaya-Fuat | | | | | | | |
2 WINDOWS SERVICE APP. (CORE) | 70 | Burak-Kaya | | | | | | | |
   2.1 NNTP Server Implementation | 100 | Kaya | | | | | | | |
   2.1.1 MIME Parser & Constructor | 100 | | | | | | | | |
   2.1.1.1 Learning MIME Specifications | 100 | | | | | | | | |
   2.1.2 Programming MIME Parser | 100 | | | | | | | | |
   2.1.2 NNTP Port Listener | 100 | Burak | | | | | | | |
   2.2 SMTP Server Implementation | 100 | Burak | | | | | | | |
   2.2.1 POP3 Service | 100 | Fuat | | | | | | | |
   2.2.1.1 Learning POP3 Specifications | 100 | | | | | | | | |
   2.2.2 SMTP Port Listener | 100 | Burak | | | | | | | |
   2.2.2.1 Socket Programming | 100 | | | | | | | | |
   2.2.2.2 Multithreaded Socket Programming | 100 | | | | | | | | |
   2.2.2.3 Socket Server Programming | 100 | | | | | | | | |
   2.2.2.4 Learning SMTP Specs. (RFCs) | 100 | | | | | | | | |
   2.2.2.5 Upgrading Socket Server to SMTP Server | 100 | | | | | | | | |
   2.3 NNTP-SMTP Event Handler | 85 | Burak | | | | | | | |
3 WEB INTERFACE IMPLEMENTATION | 50 | Kaya | | | | | | | |
   3.1 News Groups GUI | 100 | | | | | | | | |
   3.2 WebMail Interface | 100 | Fuat | | | | | | | |
   3.3 Mail List Interface | 0 | Tolga | | | | | | | |
   3.4 RSS User Interface | 0 | Fuat | | | | | | | |
   3.5 General System Settings | 60 | Fuat | | | | | | | |
   3.6 Graphics Design | 100 | Tolga-Kaya | | | | | | | |
TESTING & FINALIZING | | | | | | | | | |
   Testing Servers | 0 | All Members | | | | | | | |
   Testing Core (SMTP-NNTP Handler) | 0 | All Members | | | | | | | |
   Testing User Interfaces | 0 | All Members | | | | | | | |